PolyJet

The PolyJet kit is an easy way to maintain trench drain systems by adding a flush water connection to the end of the trench drain run.

PolyJet kits are now available consisting of an end plate, stub pipe, retainer ring, and pipe connectors.

The PJ306 Kit is compatible with all size PolyDrain channels. The 306 end cap fits the deepest channel but the pipe hole is located for the shallowest depth channel. A Ø ½” by 6” long soft copper pipe fits through the hole in the end cap and provides means to direct the flow stream for best cleaning with minimal splash. A retainer ring secures the copper pipe in place during concrete placement. Included connections are Ø ½” NPT male, Ø ½” NPT female, and Ø ½” solder coupling. Remove any excess end cap length if it causes complications during installation.
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